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The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates
25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering
system! Jack and Annie are headed to a land of fierce
samurai and great beauty, the capital city of Edo (now the city
of Tokyo), in ancient Japan in the 1600s. They bring only a
research book to guide them and a magic wand with three
special rules. Formerly numbered as Magic Tree House #37,
the title of this book is now Magic Tree House Merlin Mission
#9: Dragon of the Red Dawn. Did you know that there’s a
Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House:
Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are
just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super
Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree
House adventures
Drake travels to a secret fairy world to save the Kingdom of
Bracken!
The second in a series from bestselling author Chris d'Lacey.
Full of adventure and suspense, this novel about dragons
reveals the truth of the icefire. When David is assigned an
essay on the history of dragons, there is only one thing he
knows for sure -- he wants to win the prize of a research trip
to the Arctic. As David begins to dig deeper into the past, he
finds himself drawn down a path from which there is no going
back . . . to the very heart of the legend of dragons, and the
mysterious, ancient secret of the icefire. . . . Don't miss Chris
d'Lacey's addition to his rich dragon mythology in his next
series, The Erth Dragons!
When the king decides to take the dragons to Arkwood to visit
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Queen Rose, Rori, Drake, and their dragons are left
behind--so when the evil wizard Maldred attacks the castle
riding a giant four-headed dragon that spits poison, the two
young dragon masters and their dragons are forced to defend
the castle by themselves.
Drake and Ana must find a Lava Dragon in the latest
adventure in this action-packed, bestselling series! Pick a
book. Grow a Reader!This series is part of Scholastic's early
chapter book line, Branches, aimed at newly independent
readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fastpaced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will
boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help
readers grow!Evil wizard Astrid has trapped Drake's friends in
stone and she is getting closer to casting an even more
dangerous spell! To stop her, Drake and Ana travel in search
of Ka, a mysterious and greatly feared Lava Dragon. But who
is Ka's Dragon Master? Can a young girl find the dragon and
stop Astrid -- before it's too late?Graham Howells's
expressive black-and-white illustrations bring the action to life
in this exciting series!
Drake, Bo, and Opeli seek the help of a powerful Sea Dragon
in the latest adventure in this action-packed, New York Times
bestselling series! Pick a book. Grow a Reader!This series is
part of Scholastic's early chapter book line, Branches, aimed
at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, highinterest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every
page, these books will boost reading confidence and stamina.
Branches books help readers grow!The evil wizard Astrid is
ready to cast her dangerous False Life spell! To undo the
spell, Drake and the other Dragon Masters will need the help
of three special dragons -- including a Sea Dragon. So Drake,
Bo, and Opeli travel to the island of Kapua to find one. But
the Dragon Masters have stolen something from Astrid... And
Astrid will battle them to get it back!Matt Loveridge's exciting
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black-and-white illustrations bring the action to life in this
thrilling series!
A mysterious Dragon Master has kidnapped the Lightning
Dragon!
The New York Times bestselling Dragon Masters series is
"How to Train Your Dragon" meets the Dragon Slayers'
Academy, and it's perfect for newly independent readers!
A Dragon Masters starter collection - perfect for emerging
readers! This collection includes the first three books in this
series: Dragon Masters #1: Rise of the Earth Dragon Dragon
Masters #2: Saving the Sun Dragon Dragon Masters #3:
Secret of the Water Dragon
Drake travels back in time to save a Dragon Master!
It's time for the Dragon Masters to battle the dark wizard!
In the sixth book in the best-selling Dragon Masters series,
the prime Dragon Stone is in trouble!
Petra, the newest dragon master, is scared to death of the
Hydra dragon she is supposed to bond with--but when the
Hydra accidentally poisons the King, and then her fellow
dragon master, Drake, she must find a way to connect with
her dragon, because only the Hydra's song can cure them.
A collection of more than 120 recipes formulated to optimize
brain health, boost memory, improve mood, sharpen the
central nervous system, and more. Depression, ADHD,
memory loss, agitation: These may seem like inevitable
byproducts of modern lives spent multitasking, not getting
enough sleep, and operating on digital overload. But while
much of the brain’s work still remains a mystery, a growing
body of scientific evidence suggests that the food you eat
directly affects how well your brain functions. Brain health
also plays a significant role in staving off diabetes, heart
disease, and Alzheimer’s disease. In The Healthy Mind
Cookbook, Rebecca Katz has harnessed the latest research
on the brain to identify the foods that can improve the brain’s
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ability to control cognition, emotion, and physical function—all
of which dictate memory and mood. She then translates the
very best of brain science into the kitchen, using delicious
nutrient-dense foods as a tool for promoting a healthy mind
from childhood through the golden years. With a culinary
pharmacy listing the benefits of key ingredients, complete
nutritional details for each dish, and flavor-packed recipes for
every meal of the day, including Avocado and Citrus Salad,
Sweet Potato Hash, Turkish Lamb Sliders, and Chocolate
Cherry Walnut Truffles, The Healthy Mind Cookbook will help
lift the fog of everyday life so you can reach your full physical
and mental potential.
The Unicorn Rescue Society is back! Across the vast, blue
ocean, in the mountains of the Basque Country, a fearsome
creature has gone missing. And the Unicorn Rescue Society
are the only ones who can save it. Elliot and Uchenna—and
Jersey!—have barely recovered from their first adventure with
Professor Fauna when he approaches them with an all-new
quest. Except this time they're going to have to cross an
ocean. In the mountains of the Basque Country, the Unicorn
Rescue Society must track down a missing dragon. But how
could someone even kidnap a dragon? And for what evil
purpose? And is their newest, fire-breathing rescue more than
they can handle? New challenges await in this second book
in the Unicorn Rescue Society series, a brand-new fantasyadventure from Adam Gidwitz, the beloved bestselling and
Newbery Honor-winning author of The Inquisitors Tale and A
Tale Dark & Grimm. Illustrated throughout, it’s the perfect fit
for newly independent readers looking for a story full of
adventure, fun, and friendship.
Sirin, Allie, and Joss have joined forces with the legendary
silver dragon Lysander, the only creature capable of opening
portals between the two worlds. But the powerful Lennix clan
is following the children's every move and will stop at nothing
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to capture Lysander. After generations of plotting, the
Lennixes -- and their bloodthirsty dragon allies, the Raptors -are terrifyingly close to establishing a brutal dragon regime on
Earth, just like they did centuries ago. Now, it's up to Allie,
Joss, and Sirin to protect Lysander while searching for a
secret source of lost dragon magic, the only force powerful
enough to stop the Raptor. But when their search takes them
to one of the largest cities on Earth, the new friends must
decide what's more important: finding the missing treasure or
guarding the most important secret in the world -- that
dragons have returned to Earth . . . and not all of them have
good intentions.

Mia's mother is a groom at an RSPCA centre so she's
used to looking after ponies. But when Polly arrives at
the centre, underweight and frightened, Mia knows that
this pony is going to need a lot of care and attention. At
first Polly is too scared to go near humans, but with Mia's
help, Polly will learn to trust again.
The Dragon Masters have to save the prime Dragon
Stone -- or they will lose their connections to their
dragons forever! The Dragon Masters travel to the Land
of Pyramids in search of the secret Pyramid of the Seven
Dragons. There are several puzzles
Will the Dragon Masters find the Lightning Dragon? Or
will an evil wizard find him first?
The wizard Maldred is back! And Diego is under his dark
spell! Drake learns that Maldred wants to control the
Naga -- an enormous dragon that lives deep within the
Earth. Two keys are needed to control the Naga. Drake,
Bo, and Carlos must find Argent and stop Diego before
it's too late.
The Dragon Masters have to track down the Lightning
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Dragon! But first, they need to find his Dragon Master -a boy named Carlos. The Lightning Dragon shoots
dangerous sparks of energy! Will Carlos be able to
connect with his wild dragon? Or does a d
The Dragon Masters have defeated the evil wizard
Maldred, but not before the Kingdom of Bracken was
devastated by Naga, the earthquake dragon; now Drake
and his dragon, Worm, must appeal to the spring dragon,
Fallyn, who is their only hope of restoring Bracken before
its people starve--but Fallyn lives deep inside a secret
fairy world, and Drake must pass a series of tricky tests
before he can even make his appeal.
Only a Fire Dragon can stop an Ice Giant!
Drake and the rest of the Dragon Masters are back for
another adventure!
DRAGON MASTERS has it all--dragons, Dragon Stones, a
wizard, and even some magic!
Set in the futuristic, high-tech world of the Kingdom of
Knighton, LEGO(R) NEXO KNIGHTS(TM) follows five young
knights in their quest to battle Jestro, his sidekick, the Book of
Monsters, and their Lava Monster Army. Heroic knight, Clay
Moorington, leads the band of knights, including alpha
superstar Lance Richmond, hipster Aaron Fox, Macy Halbert,
a princess who would rather be a knight, and Axl, the giant.
Together, under the tutelage of Knights' Academy mentor and
Great Digital Wizard, Merlok 2.0, they join forces to defeat the
enemy.
When Trivia Isn't Trivial The world is full of things you didn’t
know, things you thought you knew, and things you never
knew you never knew. From the eponymous podcast comes
Your Brain On Facts. Train your brain. So what if you picked
up some historical inaccuracies (and flat-out myths) in history
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class. Your Brain On Facts is here to teach and reteach
readers relevant trivia. It explains surprising science in simple
language, gives the unexpected origins of pop culture
classics, and reveals important titbits related to current
issues. A brain food boost. Get ready for trivia night done
right. Inside, find true facts, strange facts, and just plain weird
facts. Your Brain on Factsfeatures general trivia questions
and answers, offering science, art, technology, medicine,
music, and history trivia to brainiacs everywhere. Learn: •
What’s the language of the stateless nation in the Pyrenees
mountains • Where the world-changing birth control pill was
tested • Who wrote lyrics for the Star Trek theme song that
were never used If you enjoyed The Book of General
Ignorance, The Best Bar Trivia Book Ever, The World's
Greatest Book of Useless Information, and The Book of
Unusual Knowledge, you’ll have a blast with Your Brain On
Facts.
Follow your nose to a hilarious Stink-fest no kid will want to
miss! GROSS ME OUT! STINK-O! SKUNKSVILLE! Stink
Moody’s class is going on a field trip to the Gross-Me-Out
exhibit at the science museum, and he can’t wait to see the
Vomit Machine, the Burp-O-Meter, and the Musical Farts.
Best of all, when he gets to the Everybody Stinks exhibit,
Stink discovers that his very own nose has amazing sniffing
abilities -- and he learns that some people have real jobs
sniffing stuff for NASA! Soon the junior olfactory wiz is
engrossed in toilet water, corpse flowers, and all things
smelly, and he and Sophie of the Elves are set to go toe-totoe in a stinky sneaker contest. Will Stink’s fetid footwear be
foul enough to earn him a Golden Clothespin Award? Stink’s
loyal fans will be holding their breath for his latest outrageous
solo adventure.
An evil wizard named Astrid is plotting to become the most
powerful wizard in the world. She is collecting ingredients for
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a dangerous spell, and it is up to the Dragon Masters to stop
her from casting it. An action-packed, New York Times
bestselling series.
Diego is under Maldred's dark spell!
This 144-page, full-color special edition features maps,
information about Dragon Masters and their dragons, notes
from wizards, the history of Dragon Masters, and more! This
book has everything a future Dragon Master could need to
know!
Drake needs to stop a dangerous wizard battle in this actionpacked, bestselling series!

In the fifth book in the best-selling Dragon Masters
series, a new Dragon Master is coming to the castle!
The Dragon Masters are excited to meet the newest
Dragon Master, Petra. But when she arrives at the
castle, she doesn't fit in right away. She's a know-it-all,
and she doesn't even try to connect with her four-headed
dragon! Could the Dragon Stone have chosen her by
mistake? Then something terrible happens to the king.
Petra will have to work with the other Dragon Masters to
save him before it's too late!
Dragon Masters Drake and Ana travel to a new land in
search of the Rainbow Dragon!
The race is on to find the Gold Key!
The wizard Astrid is planning to cast the False Life spell
which will bring to life the bones of giant ancient beasts
and allow her to conquer all the kingdoms; in order to
prevent her the Dragon Masters must find the Wind
Dragon, the final dragon needed to undo the spell--but
that dragon and her Dragon Master are captives, and it is
up to Drake and his friends to rescue them, and hope
they are in time to stop Astrid.
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Time is running out for the Dragon Masters to stop the
dark wizard Maldred!
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